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Language:
1. Spell the word “guitar” G-U-I-T-A-R
2. Fill in the correct missing word.
______________________ she have her laptop?
a. do

b. does

c. is

d. has

c. bigger

d. worst

3. Which word is a superlative adjective?
a. tall

b. smaller

4. Fill in the correct missing word.?
That hotel isn’t cheap, it’s really ______________________.
a. good

b. new

c. popular

d. expensive

5. Which of the following is a preposition of place?
a. tall

b. beautiful

c. under

d. fat

Mathematics:
1. Which of the following is not a factor of 24?
a. 6

b. 8

c. 7

d. 12

2. Which of the following group of numbers are prime?
a. 2,3,8

b. 7,13,17

c. 2,5,25

d. 21, 26,42

3. Which of the following number is not a prime?
a. 17

b. 21

c. 57

d. 2

4. What is the greatest common factor of 12 and 24?
a. 12

b. 24

c. 6

d. 3

5. What is the greatest common divisor of 18 and 36?
a. 36

b. 18

c. 9
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d. 4

Science:
1. What is the combination of kinetic and potential energy?
a. Mechanical Energy

b. Thermal Energy

c. Chemical Energy

d. Electrical Energy

2. What type of energy is generated by a moving object?
a. Mechanical Energy

b. Kinetic Energy

c. Chemical Energy

d. Electrical Energy

3. The higher the object is released the________is the impact to the ground.
a. Lower

b. Generated

c. Greater

d. Contact

4. Examples of elastic properties are __________.
a. Spring and Rubber band

b. Car

c. Computer

d. Television

5. We use ____________ for driving vehicles.
a. Mechanical Energy

b. Thermal Energy

c. Chemical Energy

d. Electrical Energy

Health Education
1. In our nervous system, what does CNS stand for?
a. Chiangmai National School

b. Central Nucleus Step

c. Central Nervous System

d. Center Nervous System

2. Which part of your nervous system is made up of somatic and autonomic
nervous systems?
a. peripheral nervous system

b. central nervous system

c. autonomic nervous system

d. somatic nervous system

3. What is the center of higher nervous activity?
a. body

b. cell body

c. brain

d. somatic

4. Where are receptors often located?
a. in the hair

b. in the sense organs

c. outside the body

d. in the heart

5. Which organ contains light receptors?
a. ear

b. nose

c. tongue
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d. eyes

